The task of a profession is to sustain a set of life ' 
The Professional Covenant
At the heart of every profession is a covenant. One puts oneself at risk to embody a principle for society. This requires a certain maturity of the professional person, because one cannot embody a principle simply because one wishes to do so. Professionals put the principles first because they can. They are self-secure and can thus put themselves aside so that what is visible in their responses, decisions and actions are the principles at work. In a different way of phrasing it, they work at making themselves transparent and able to hold a focus. They work to be able to recognise and interpret needs and they work to understand (literally stand under the influence of) the principles, so that when the need calls, the principle responds and the light shines through. The analogy is the analogy of a lens and it is a precise analogy.
The analogy carries some particular messages. Firstly it treats the principles not as passive ideas but as active initiators of creative change -not only as active participants in a transformation process but the controlling participants in a transformation process, and indeed the necessary controlling participants in the transformation process. This then makes it clear that the role of the lens (the professional person who is acting as the transmitter of the influence of the principles) is as a servant of those principles, and like a faithful servant their task is to be a clean lens and a responsive lens and transmit clearly the illumination that comes from the principles.
Sacrifice
There is thus an element of sacrifice necessary at the heart of all professional practice, and here again it pays to analyse carefully what the word means. In its everyday use, most people would take the word 'sacrifice' to mean giving up something. This is in fact a result of utilitarian thinking. It is part of a world view which is essentially self centred, is about getting things for 'me' and about externalising responsibilities and limiting all liabilities so that, in an egocentric sense, 'I' should always win. Within this philosophical framework, being a professional means getting paid for it -i.e. it is founded on self interest. You are being paid to provide a service. This literally demeans the phrase "to make a profession of something", as in "to take something as a calling" Taking something as a calling returns us to the word covenant in the first sentence, which is something more than a contract (which is about selling a service for money) and returns us to the word sacrifice with its proper meaning.
To think that sacrifice means giving up something is not quite right. It is certainly true that sacrifice involves getting irrelevant things out of the way, but the word itself actually refers to what we hold on to, not what we move out of the way. The word comes from the Latin word 'sacrificio' -to make sacred or to hold sacred. It thus refers to the principles themselves, and this is the covenant which is central to all professional practice, that at the first call, the principles -and only the principlesshall stand, and at the last call also, the principles -and only the principles -shall remain standing.
Modesty
Within professional competence the virtue that is generally described as modesty denotes this ability. (Again, the word 'virtue' comes from the Latin word 'virtus', meaning 'strength', so what are commonly described as the virtues are not some historic peculiarity but a serious definition of a set of competencies). Often misunderstood, modesty, fully developed, is the ability to control one's own taking of attention. This, of course, includes being aware of when you are taking attention (or needing attention), which in fact most people are unaware of, which is why they misunderstand what modesty is. This ability enables you to give 100% of your own attention to an issue at will, for as long as is necessary, and also to focus other people's attention to it 100% without interposing yourself and parasitically taking some of that attention to yourself.
To be not merely willing but also able to do this requires a degree of ascetic self control in professional people, that their own needs -which are entirely valid in their own place -do not intrude in their performance of a service. It is on the development of this maturity that professional development has to focus, and that is discussed in this paper. It is the task of professional practice to keep the presence of a set of principles alive in society and to ensure that they are embodied in society's thoughts and actions. Beyond this however, it is the task of the profession's elders to ensure that society itself retains an articulate understanding of the nature of the principles each profession represents and of the nature of the covenant each professional person makes in order to carry those principles, so that the trust which is the necessary covenant society at large makes with the professionals is solidly founded and is understood and is not abused in either direction.
To focus on this last point for a moment to clarify it, it is possible for professionals to abuse society's trust and take power to themselves. But it is equally true that society can abuse the trust that the professionals place on society when they steadfastly belittle themselves and put themselves in the place of a servant. The media delight in making emotive play on society's fears that all professionals are both greedy and useless. The media -who are themselves professionals and are responsible for the quality of society's communication with itself about itself -also need to ensure that society does not abuse its servants. A society which describes its professionals as only interested in taking, is usually describing itself. Once contact with the principles on which civilisation is founded is lost, society disintegrates.
Making a Profession
The history of the development of the professions as they are currently constituted in society is intimately bound up with the development of civilisation in its present form, which is essentially craft based. The transformation that we now call the industrial revolution grew from the embodiment of an ethic. Those who were unhonoured servants, with negative titles such as Non-conformists, or Protest-ants, McClelland [1] describes as being permanently on their toes with an alert, learning sensitivity, not driven by self interest but by a deep concern to take the initiative to do what is right. This is a very good description of a group of people professing a covenant. In trying to understand the characteristics of those people, McClelland quotes figures from Hagen [2] • that work, rightly focused, produces something of genuine value which develops the person who receives it,
• that surplus generated from the activity grows the community.
They took the servant role. One principle they identified was that in dealing with each other and with other people, there was a right price which was fair to all, and this could be found beforehand. Trading was a matter of finding and upholding the truth, it was not to do with power. Here is George Fox writing in 1654 [3] :- 
Civil Engineering
This acute sensitivity, seeking out the root causes of things, and realising (making real) the potential for good, is the heart of all creativity. From Quakers we derive the use of coal for cast iron (Abraham Darby, 1709), crucible steel (Benjamin Huntsman, 1742), the Midland Association of Iron Founders (1762) which was the precursor of many industrial associations, industrial banking (Lloyds, 1765), the Shropshire canal system (William Reynolds), the first iron bridge (Abraham Darby III, 1779), the first railway, from Stockton to Darlington (Edward Pease, 1821) and much, much more. Via the image of the Cadburys and Rowntrees in the late 19th and early 20th century they remain the de facto reference standard of moral conduct in business in Britain. Throughout this sequence it is too easy to be sidetracked by the technical achievements. What needs to be understood is the development of civic competence which emerged through the process of developing the ability to work together on large projects. The thread that will be picked up here is the development of the canal system in Shropshire, and also the use of iron in bridges, both of which gave Thomas Telford the experience, both technical and moral, from which The Institution of Civil Engineers sprang.
The term civil engineering is absolutely central to this story, because it is about a covenant. The originators of the term were determined that they were not military engineers. It defined the moral sphere in which they worked. The practice of civil engineering developed the competencies of civilised behaviour in the self-developing craftsmen and in the business practices of the clients, and was also expressed in the public amenity provided by the products. Henry Robinson Palmer, one of Telford's assistants, aged 23 in 1818 and already teaching a self-help group in the East End of London, drew together seven of his friends to form The Institution of Civil Engineers, the first professional engineering body in the world [5] . At its inaugural meeting on 2 January 1818 he said:-
'Engineering is a profession which requires not only knowledge of one leading branch of science but of many; not only of one art but of an infinite number.

An engineer is a mediator between the philosopher and the working mechanic; and like an interpreter between two foreigners must understand the language of both."
At a similar time, Samuel Smiles [6] , in his book Self-Help, captured the ethos of this age. The introduction to the first edition (1859) points to just such a self help learning group as Henry Robinson Palmer had been teaching as being the trigger which caused him to write it, and the preface to the second edition (1866) expresses the value of the process, and also the absolute centrality of helping one's neighbour:- 
Developing Professional Competence
The mark of professional people is that they embody a set of principles. It is not simply that they put the principles first. It is that they have so absorbed the meaning that lies behind the principles that their whole way of acting is shaped by the principles. They understand them. They literally stand under them. The key factor in this is that they are able to pay attention to and embody the principles because they are self-secure. They are constantly paying attention to Life's meaning. They exhibit an ascetic self control in the way they work so that their work itself carries elements of Life's meaning. There is something lasting, and in a way, sacred, about what they do.
To say that they exhibit an ascetic self control does not mean that they are in any way dry or self-denying but that they are entirely self-secure so that they don't need attention for what they do. They are simply able to remove their own needs from the picture at will and focus their entire attention on what needs to be done, for as long as is necessary, doing it for its own sake, not for any other reason. Their work has a transparency about it and the fundamental principles behind what is being done tangibly shine through.
The development of this capacity follows a sequence of not believing it is possible to doing it without thinking about it, which can be described in four ascending steps. 
Apprenticeship
Implicit in this development sequence, and implicit in every profession, is the notion of apprenticeship. You cannot learn competencies from books and developing the habit of observant and thoughtful reflection to the degree that is fruitful in the deep way meant here needs empathic guidance from someone who is already fully competent:-someone who embodies the principle concerned so that it is constantly present in their actions. There are two aspects to this. Simply the presence of the principle itself, embodied in that person's behaviour, is itself powerful teaching. More than anything it demonstrates to the hungry person not only that it is possible, but what the elements of observation and reaction are that give it its embodiment and enable it to be carried -and this awakens these abilities in the learner.
Beyond this however, the teacher, if he or she has the right empathic awareness of the student's state, will sense critical moments when something is both occurring and is also within range of the student's conscious comprehension, and will draw it to his or her attention. This develops the conscious -unconscious link which eventually brings observations and reactions which are initially unconscious within the range of conscious understanding (or, more correctly, it extends the conscious range to cover what was previously beyond it). This second, facilitative role develops articulateness and confidence, but it is the demonstration and unconscious copying and the subsequent exercising of the ability which internalises and consolidates the skill. This combination of demonstrating and describing, copying and articulating until first the ability to do is developed (can) and then the ability to recognise and define is established (will), is what the apprenticeship process is. This is discussed further below. However, it is first worth dwelling on the transformation process in the person a little, as it is central to what professions are about.
Learning
The analogy of eating food and digesting it in order to grow and sustain a healthy body, is sometimes used to convey an understanding of the learning process. The learning process is an absorption process, a process in which the experience, enhanced by also absorbing the description of the experience (i.e. the conscious handle to the experience) is digested (reflected upon both consciously and unconsciously) and transformed into inner understanding and ability. It is the developed inner competence which is referred to in the Latin word 'virtus' (virtue, meaning 'strength'). In the days of Thomas Aquinas, Latin was the language of communication and this is not an esoteric term, it was the word straightforwardly used to describe not only the properties of materials and so on, but the competencies of personal self control that lead to the competencies of leadership. The key lesson embodied in the image of food and digestion is that food is not kept and waved about on the plate in an attempt to get attention for having it, nor is it toyed with, it is eaten -i.e. it is internalised (digested), and when it has been fully internalised, it (the food) is no longer visible, but the result of the nourishment is. The 'result' is now embodied in the person.
What evolves in the person is an insightful perception and sense of judgement (you notice things and you recognise what they mean) and you develop a resiliently creative resourcefulness (you can do something about it) directly at that level. The meaning is fully understood and engaged with and a response is developed directly at the level of first principles. This is then developed into a form which directly embodies and expresses the necessary meaning, so that the answer is made tangible.
Teaching.
For the person doing this, it is this inner world -of meaning -which is the real world, which they strive to keep in focus. The physical world, and the emotional world, both contain phenomena which can act as bridges to reality when correctly shaped. The task in all life is first to see and understand the meaning and then to build the bridges. These two skills, of noticing, and then of creating an appropriate response, have to be developed firstly as individual skills, and then as leadership skills, so that they become group skills embedded in society as civic competencies. In Quaker tradition these four skills have been taught, via what might be called masterclasses, in a master/apprentice sense -except that Quakers would never think of it in those termsfor 350 years and are still taught today [7] . The four skills can be described as:-
• Empathic listening (personal noticing)
• Unfreezing frozen emotions (group noticing)
• Transcendent thinking (personal creativity)
• Achieving insightful consensus (group creativity).
Trust
The effect of translating these four skills into societal civic competencies is trust. Trust is not naïveté. Trust is an active skill. But it is often misunderstood and believed to be naïveté and therefore not developed. Trust is not naïveté, but it is often now portrayed as such in a society increasingly basing its actions on the processes of distrust -assertion, counter-assertion, mockery and cynicism. As a civic virtue, trust is something which has to be developed. It does not occur of its own accord.
In academic discussions of trust, three levels of trust are identified, but they are not often related to the processes of growth which develop them. The somewhat abstractsounding sequence of competence trust, contractual trust and goodwill trust can be succinctly phrased as "he can, he will and he does". Under these succinct headings these three levels of confidence-giving behaviour have already been mentioned. Relating these three stages of trust to the process of apprenticeship, of absorbing, developing and taking internalised responsibility for an ability society needs, is vital to understanding how the professions function.
The first stage, developing competence trust, is developing the ability to craft the details of an answer, under guidance as to what the answer needs to be. The second stage can only begin when the first is complete. Developing contractual trust concerns developing the ability to discuss a situation when asked, 'read' the situation and develop an agreed specification of what needs to be done, as a preparation for doing it. Clearly only someone who can do something is able to enter into a meaningful agreement that he or she will do something.
It is this second, formalised stage which inter-company contractual agreements represent. This stage requires particular skills of identifying what needs to be doneboth the personal and group skills -and particular skills of developing the necessary elements of an answer and giving them coherent embodiment. These are again both personal skills and sometimes also a skill involving the development of co-ordinated group understanding, agreement and action. Together, these are the four skills mentioned above. The development of these skills is rarely discussed in philosophical literature but the development of these skills is central to professional practice. When only contractual trust exists, all interactions stil depend on explicit request, discussion and agreement. What is central to professional behaviour is the complete internalisation of the responsibility to both notice and act, automatically, without having to be asked. This involves goodwill trust, which requires a step of trust beyond the contractual stage.
Returning to the analogy of comparing learning to the process of eating, there is a stage when the food is visible on the plate (he can), there is a time when the food is being eaten (he will) but the purpose of it all is that the food is digested. Then the food is invisible. What is visible in its place is an able-bodied person who does. In a fully fledged professional, all the necessary competencies are entirely internalised and invisible, and it is only the will of the professional person which brings these skills into play. Yet they do so all the time. Goodwill trust is thus aptly named. It involves the professional person being proactive. It is of this level of recognition and response that it is appropriate to refer to the behaviour as now representing an internalised promise, silently made and equally silently kept, automatically and without question, visible in action but never mentioned in words. The word 'covenant' appropriately describes this. No contract can force a person to operate in this way if they do not want to do so. It is the willing undertaking of the responsibility which generates the trust. The processes of empathic listening and achieving insightful consensus build goodwill trust. That is why the teaching of these skills is so important.
Describing inner competence
When talking about professional conduct at this level, Schön [8, 9] refers to a 'reflective practitioner', and comments that in an active expert, knowledge is present. The Dreyfus brothers [10] document the progression from beginner to expert as taking from ten to fifteen years, in five visible stages, and they appreciate that not everyone who sets out succeeds in becoming an expert. They document the stages as:-Novice Rigid adherence to taught rules or plans. Little situational perception. No discretionary judgement. What is of central importance in this is that the expert is noticing, and reacting to, things which the average person is not only not seeing, but is not capable of seeing. Thus the issue of trust -trust way beyond any notion of contractual trust -is essential to the understanding of the role professionals of all kinds play in society. Eraut [11] sees this and points out that one of the major problems the professions currently have is a loss of articulateness about the nature of professional competence, how it is developed and how it is measured.
Advanced beginner
This loss of articulateness is partly a lack of descriptions of the psychological competencies which need to be developed and partly a lack of adequately deep descriptions of the professional development stages which will be recognisable as the skills develop. With some exceptions, such as the work of the Dreyfus brothers mentioned above, there is little in current academic philosophical writing which is of help concerning this. The most helpful sources which are articulate on these matters are the sources which have always been involved with the development of these abilities. In the development of these abilities, trust is a result of the depth and success of the processes used, it is not a target. In all cases the skills are taught and learnt for their own sake, and usually the impetus towards reflective internalisation comes from a religious tradition. For instance Alford and Naughton outline a deep approach to management based on the practice of the virtues, coming out of the Catholic virtue tradition [12] . Digenti [13] documents the development of professional competence in Japan using the Zen based shu-ha-ri model, which Platts [14] finds consistent with the Western approach. This paper points to similar Quaker teaching in the West which focuses on four skills, personal and group noticing and then personal and group creative problem solving, leading to the achievement of insightful consensus. These are teaching sources which have won the trust of society over centuries. The processes of empathic listening and achieving insightful consensus build goodwill trust, which is an essential civic virtue, and these sources directly teach these skills. To solve the problem identified by Eraut, much more work needs to be done drawing understanding from sources like these.
It is not simply that trust has to be won. Society also has to re-learn how to give it. The process of trusting is not a process of being naïve. Trusting is the creative sharing of and collaborative working at risk in a way that evokes the positive development of competence and confidence. It is an empathic empowering process. Trusting is giving totally unconditional emotional cover, the provision of an emotional umbrella. It is observant, perceptive and supportive towards the tasks but non-intrusive; grateful and accepting of the results and not censorious or judgmental of the person in any way. You are safe when you are trusted. You might make mistakes but your social status is not on the line. Trust holds the person secure. How do you develop the ability to trust?
Trusting is the teaching mechanism within leadership. A person who trusts is able to do so because they are empathetically aware of what the trusted person is undergoing and what they are capable of becoming and capable of achieving given the opportunity. The ability to trust wisely is one of the competencies of a self-realised person. It is an aspect of custodianship based on a sound sense of judgement and loving kindness. It is holistic. It is not judgmental and it does not isolate or separate, it unites. It enables synthesis. As with all developed competencies, when it is present it is embedded in the person and emerges through their behaviour. It is best described in the language of the various religious groups who have always taught about it and to whom the words 'profession' and 'covenant' have deeply established meaning. They understand that the ability to trust is learnt -it is developed and established in oneself -by being directly seeded from and nurtured by someone who already has it. And to them the injunction is "Be as a candle. Stand in a dark place and carry the Light, so that others can take their light from you. But remember the candle is not the flame".
